DATE: February 24, 2022

TO: All WSP Incarcerated Individuals

FROM: Assoc. Supt. Steve Barker, Incident Commander

SUBJECT: WSP II Weekly Facility Update 02/24/2022

The Washington State Penitentiary is still on what is known as Facility-Wide Cluster status, twice weekly testing for staff members will continue until we can achieve 14 days with no new positives, and we must also continue to test the population at least once per week.

We are excited to report that there is a decline in positive test results among staff, and the population. You will notice that several areas are coming off of Limited Area Outbreak status and returning to normal movement schedules. The information promised in last week’s memo is still forthcoming, we appreciate your patience while we review materials to ensure we provide information that is relevant to your questions.

Facility locations under Limited Area Outbreak Status:

- Delta Unit
- Echo Unit
- Fox Unit
- IMU North
- IMU South
- Victor Unit
- William Unit

Current numbers as of February 23, 2022:

- Current positive cases among incarcerated (in the last 30 days) – 489
- Number of confirmed cases of incarcerated to date – 2,089
- Number of confirmed staff cases to date – 669